
GEORGIA CONFERENCE OF THE AAUP
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University on Saturday, October 16, 2021 has been moved fully online. 
Look for a Zoom link later in September.
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Chapter Services Program
The Georgia Conference of AAUP provides services 
to campus chapters in the following areas:

• Academic Freedom and Tenure
• Campus Governance,
• Institutional Budget and Financial Analysis
• Media Relations, and
• Chapter Organization and Program Development

If you or your chapter needs assistance or has a 
question about AAUP,  
call the Chapter Services Director,
Steve Anthony
404-219-7790
scanthony@mindspring.com

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM...
related to your employment or professional activities 
as a faculty member and you believe AAUP may be 
of assistance, contact the current President of your 
campus chapter of the AAUP or Dr. Matthew Boedy, 
Coordinator of  Committee A for the GA Conference 
of the AAUP.  See last page of this newsletter for 
Matthew’s contact information.  page 2
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The Spring 2021 General Membership meeting of the Georgia Conference of the AAUP was held 
virtually on Zoom on Saturday, March 27, 2021, in the midst of the pandemic. An open discussion 
took place at this meeting regarding the best and worst examples of shared governance experienced 
during the first year institutions had to contend with COVID in addition to other matters of conse-
quence. Highlights of information shared during that meeting are summarized below: 

Augusta University (AU). A Policy Advisory Group, established when the Medical College of 
Georgia and Augusta College were consolidated, has made it possible for a faculty committee to review 
every policy headed for the President of AU. It also requires that all stakeholders weigh in prior to a 
policy going to the President. Although the President is not bound by feedback received, 80-90% of 
the time feedback received has been appreciated and honored. 

The President did away with an arrangement approved in the past, however, which provided for the 
President of the AAUP chapter at AU to serve as an ex-officio member of the AU Faculty Senate. 

Clayton State University (CSU). Clayton was in the middle of a presidential search, but it was 
reported that procedures established by the Board of Regents (BOR) for it were “hardly conducive to 
faculty input.” Among other things, candidates would not be visiting the campus. In light of COVID 
restrictions, work was ongoing related to securing the possibility of extensions for those under consid-
eration for promotion, tenure, and post- tenure review. 

Columbus State University (CSU). On the positive side, the AAUP chapter on the CSU campus 
successfully argued for accommodations that made significant differences in the lives and health of 
faculty, staff, and students in the midst of the pandemic. On the other hand, departmental standards 
regarding faculty status in hiring, promotion, the granting of tenure, annual review, and post-tenure 
review have been disregarded or overturned by administrative actions of Deans or the President. 

The AAUP chapter at CSU organized panel discussions on shared governance and the campus has a 
Shared Governance Task Force selected by the Faculty Senate which grew out of general dissatisfaction 
regarding the absence of a faculty voice on the campus. 

Georgia College & State University (GC&SU). The University Senate drafted a resolution ex-
pressing concern that all precautions were not being taken adequately to provide for the well-being and 
safety of faculty and staff. The University President, who was retiring, was offended by this. One of his 
allies called for a roll call vote on the matter when it came before the Senate. As a result, although the 
resolution passed out of committee with a unanimous vote, it failed to pass on the roll call vote. The 
experience has had a chilling effect on faculty expressing their views. 

Georgia Institute of Technology (GT). Currently, the AAUP President of Georgia Tech has a per-
manent invitation to participate in meetings of the Faculty Executive Board. An R-1 Tier institution, 
all policies in the Faculty Handbook at Georgia Tech have to go through a Faculty Statutes Committee 
and be voted on by the Faculty Senate. It was also reported that GT has been very successful in con-
ducting testing for COVID, encouraging the wearing of masks on campus, and getting information 
out about COVID-related matters.

BEST AND WORST EXAMPLES OF SHARED GOVERNANCE IN THE 
MIDST OF THE FIRST COVID YEAR

Information on the University System of 
Georgia Faculty Council is available at 

http://www.usg.edu/faculty_council/

Archives for this organization can be found at
http://us.gcsu.edu/USGFC/index.htm
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I have tried to think of a different way to 
say the same thing, but to no avail! The crazy 
times continue. Regretably, since the Spring 
Conference and through the summer, we continue 
to see the same decisions, same outcomes, and 
same platitudes from most leadership in higher 
education in Georgia. 

This period we are in now seems like 
“Groundhog Day.” The same script repeated from 

over a year ago. The virus is still around and targeting college-age, 
among other people, most. And while they happen to be concentrated 
in many colleges and universities, consideration has been lacking 
for their effect on those working at institutions of higher education, 
including faculty, who are around them the most. 

Complicating that is the never-ending search for a new Chancellor. 
More on that from our President (see p. 3). 

Some potential good news is that state revenues have been way 
beyond what was anticipated and so there is hope, if even a glimmer, 
that some additional monies will be forthcoming for higher education. 

Our Conference has been extremely busy. We successfully beat back 
an egregious effort by a major university against a full professor and not 
only won, but extracted language in the recommendation admonishing 
the university! We continue to see unprecedented hostile actions 
against faculty; and, make no mistake, when faculty members express 
concern over health, safety or welfare regarding conditions in their 
workplace and the administration ignores it, rights have been violated. 
Nevertheless, if not acted on, a faculty member has no recourse but to 
quit ... and too many have. There is much left to do for those who seek 
to address such problems.

Executive Director’s Report
by Steve Anthony, Executive Director

cont. Best and Worst Examples of Shared Governance in the Midst of 
the First COVID Year 

LOOKING FOR ILLUMINATING  INFORMATION, INSIGHT,  
and INSPIRATION

REGARDING AAUP POLICIES, PROCEDURES, and STANDARDS?

CONSIDER ATTENDING AN AAUP SUMMER INSTITUTE
OR SENDING A CHAPTER REPRESENTATIVE THERE

AAUP Summer Institutes feature
workshops on a wide range of topics, including:

• Building campaigns around campus issues
• Recruiting and developing effective chapter leaders

• Using grievances to activate membership
• Using the Redbook to foster sound policies

• Strengthening shared governance and academic freedom  
protections on campus

• Analyzing institutions’ audited financial statements  
(including from your own campus)

Presenters experienced in policy strategy, organizing, and leadership offer 
skills and tools to build a more powerful voice on your campus.

With the national Conference going to once every two years, these yearly 
institutes become most important.

For more information, check the national AAUP website in 2022.

How to Contact the National AAUP
AAUP – aaup@aaup.org (202-737-5900)

E-mail addresses for frequently contacted departments: 
Academe ................................................... academe@aaup.org
Academic Freedom & Tenure ..... academicfreedom@aaup.org
Membership ................................................. rlewis@aaup.org
Chapter and Conference Services ............csimeone@aaup.org
Research .....................................................aaupfcs@aaup.org

Georgia Southern University (GSU). The AAUP chapter currently rep-
resents about 10% of the faculty and meets each semester with the President. 
The Chapter has sought to persuade the President that, whenever a committee 
is needed to deal with a particular issue, the first pool of people considered for 
committee membership should be those elected to represent faculty.

Georgia State University (GSU). The GSU chapter had lapsed for a time, 
but was recently revived. Efforts were being made to include colleagues in the 
chapter from Perimeter College, now consolidated with Georgia State Univer-
sity.

Kennesaw State University (KSU). A Director of Policies is reviewing 
how policy is shaped at KSU. The University System of Georgia (USG) now 
has a policy that a campus president can make policy without shared gover-
nance. The AAUP chapter set up a committee on Academic Freedom and is 
raising concerns about COVID safety. Membership in the union on campus 
(United Campus Workers of America) exceeds that of the AAUP membership. 
Colleagues are becoming more activist because the university is not supporting 
shared governance. 
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From the President
Mathew Boedy 
University of North Georgia

I was hoping Fall 2021 would be a 
good time to reflect on what we have 
learned through the pandemic and to set 
new goals. But sadly, the pandemic is not 
through with us yet. 

As I write this, a few days before my 
classes start for the Fall, I feel there is no 
word to describe the current state of affairs 
for faculty in Georgia higher education 
other than anger. A lot ofus are angry. 
Tired and angry. Fearful and angry. 

If you are on a private school campus, you might not feel this 
as much. I do hope our private school colleagues have a safer and 
less worrisome semester. But even if you do, you live in the same 
communities as those of us University System of Georgia (USG) em-
ployees, where we have low vaccination rates and an understandable 
but dangerous desire among many to move on past this pandemic. 
This is now a pandemic of the unvaccinated. That means many of 
our students will be struggling with it, but it also means suffering for 
younger children. Preventable suffering. 
Our governor has said often that Georgians know how to live with this 
pandemic. Yet what makes me angry is that our pleas and expertise 
regarding how to actually live with the pandemic to kill it off have been 
met with a pat on the back and a thank you for all the hard work, all the 
while with no change in policy. At the state level - the USG and Regents 
- we are met with the outer reaches of a state government that does not 
want to retreat, even to the point of denying facts on the ground. No 
number of signatures on a petition, no protest, nothing has moved the 
Governor. 
And so we watch the cases and hospitalizations rise. [See chart below.].

These numbers are rough estimates based on my tally available at 
https://bit.ly/32jUJJT 

Does anger breed mistrust or is it the other way around? Either way, 
despite the rhetoric and some reality of pitching in all around to weather 
the storm of a spring, then a fall, then another spring - despite that unity 
of purpose - this fall we return to a division between faculty and the 
USG exacerbated by the decision to return to normal. 

What do we do with our anger? 

I have read so many stories of individuals - celebrities and regular folk 

- who have taken the lesson of COVID to be this profound truth: do what is 
most important, most encouraging, most needed now. Don’t waste time wait-
ing for a “right” moment to move to another country, retire, change careers, 
or plot a life differently. These individual decisions should be celebrated and 
copied. But there are also organizational decisions that can match that spirit. 
There is no better time to organize. No better time to challenge institutions 
that can be changed. 

I’m writing to convince myself, to be sure, so I may not be convincing you. Af-
ter the past 18 months, it is a difficult sell to put energy and time into institu-
tions that clearly don’t take many of us into account on many topics, the most 
current being accommodations for teaching online during a deadly pandemic. 

And the report on shared governance from the AAUP national office (summa-
rized on p.5 of this newsletter) offers a dark picture of the retreating - forced or 
otherwise - of faculty from important areas. 

That said, the past 18 months have also taught me that there is no one else to 
do the work but us. The national office is doing its work nationally and the col-
lective bargaining states have their own interests, albeit some similar to ours. 

The best AAUP work has always started on local campuses. We are the best 
advocates for us. That said, the AAUP has been known as the organization of 
the angry letter. And while we have some solid levers of change with the use of 
investigations and lists, at a local and state level - especially in an “advocacy” 
state like Georgia - the power for change comes from membership. 

The most effective way state policies and laws get changed is by growing the 
chapters and members at each campus so that persons in my position can say 
they represent 1,000 faculty across the state. What we have now is good, but of 
course it can be better. There is no better time to recruit. 

If you are looking for places to start, any school with a new president is a good 
one. If you are looking for quick but small victories, try to get AAUP leaders 
in Senate leadership positions. If you are looking for long-term changes, try 
lobbying state government for parts of what the AAUP has called the New Deal 
for Higher Education. 

Our successes as a state conference during the pandemic include more 
statewide media attention, more members, and more chapters. And we have 
responded to many individual cases of mistreatment of faculty at private and 
public schools. We have also done our best to head off disaster in the USG 
Chancellor search. This search for a USG chancellor has gone silent. No one 
knows how long the acting chancellor, Teresa MacCartney, will be allowed to 
stay. There is no rush to name one by certain date. So this may 
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Does anger breed mistrust or is it the other way around?  Either way, despite the rhetoric 
and some reality of pitching in all around to weather the storm of a spring, then a fall, then 
another spring - despite that unity of purpose - this fall we return to a division between 
faculty and the USG exacerbated by the decision to return to normal. 
 
What do we do with our anger? 
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the lesson of COVID to be this profound truth:  do what is most important, most 
encouraging, most needed now.  Don't waste time waiting for a "right" moment to move to 
another country, retire, change careers, or plot a life differently.  These individual 
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But there are also organizational decisions that can match that spirit.  There is no better 
time to organize.  No better time to challenge institutions that can be changed. 
 
I'm writing to convince myself, to be sure, so I may not be convincing you.  After the past 
18 months, it is a difficult sell to put energy and time into institutions that clearly don't take 
many of us into account on many topics, the most current being accommodations for 
teaching online during a deadly pandemic. 
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Oglethorpe University (OU). It was reported that OU was under-
going “tremendous institutional change” after a new President and new 
Interim Provost arrived. The institution was challenged by what was 
termed “appointmentocracy” - the existence of numerous ad hoc com-
mittees. Faculty are unclear about what the role of some of these com-
mittees is, who is on them, and why. Despite living in uncertain times, 
the terms shared governance and academic freedom are now in common 
usage on campus. 

University of North Georgia (UNG). UNG moved from in-person, 
town-hall meetings to monthly Y ouTube meetings, which provided 
opportunities for people to ask questions of concern to them and get 
specific answers. The UNG chapter of AAUP has been working to build 
a better coalition among the five campuses that now constitute UNG, 
and has collaborated effectively with the United Campus Workers of 
Georgia (UCWGA) in support of their shared interests. AAUP repre-
sentatives have also successfully used general and professional media to 
communicate what is going on in the USG and on the UNG campus, 
and to bring broader attention to matters of consequence as they seek 
to promote a focus on shared governance as a model of democracy in 
action. On the other hand, one person who went up for tenure and pro-
motion was approved with strong support by all faculty committees and 
colleagues for two years, but was refused approval by every administra-
tor - even on appeal. Additionally, faculty were left out of the process of 
selecting a new head of the English Department and non-tenured faculty 
were not given an opportunity to contribute to discussion regarding 
whether they could serve on departmental committees. 

University of West Georgia (UWG). The campus has experienced a 
“sea change” in governance since the arrival of its new President. A mas-
sive reorganization occurred without faculty consultation, leaving 55% 
of the faculty serving in departments whose chairs they didn’t select. 
Close to 90% of the faculty as of July 1, 2020 served under a Dean not 
in that position prior to the current year. Senior leadership has changed 
dramatically. Despite a Vote of No Confidence in the President sup-
ported by 2/3 of the faculty, the Chancellor supported the President. A 
tense relationship exists between the President and the Faculty Senate as 
the President has pursued (largely successful) efforts to reduce the powers 
of the Faculty Senate and create a path to policy construction that runs 
directly through administrative channels. The President has also ignored 
policies of the university and the BOR and vetoed a measure (passed 
by the Faculty Senate and endorsed by the General Faculty) adding the 
UWG AAUP chapter president as a non-voting member of the Faculty 
Senate Executive Committee. No president of UWG has ever acted so 
blatantly dismissive with regard to existing policies, some of which have 
been in place for decades. Concerns have been raised as to whether this 
violates accreditation principles of the Southern Association of Colleges 
and Schools (SACS). The Faculty Senate passed a proposal to contact the 
national AAUP about problems experienced with its new president.

In May of 2021, national AAUP Associate Secretary Anita Levy sent 
a letter at the request of the UWG Faculty Senate and the UWG AAUP 
chapter to the UWG president, the UWG provost, and the USG Board 
of Regents assessing the complaints that the UWG Faculty Senate and 
AAUP chapter had made about the president’s disregard for faculty rights 
and the principles of shared governance. The letter reiterated the faculty’s 
concerns about the administration’s actions during the previous year, 
which it called “inimical to sound principles of academic government,” 
and urged the UWG president to “address the faculty’s concerns and do 
so in a manner that is respectful of the principle of shared authority and 

collegial responsibility that we have commended to your attention.” Since that 
time, there has been no discernible change in the president’s actions. He has 
not met with faculty to address any of the concerns listed in the AAUP’s letter. 

Valdosta State University (VSU). It was reported that VSU was doing 
a pretty good job so far as shared governance is concerned. All decisions go 
through the Faculty Senate’s Executive Board or the Senate itself. 

Wesleyan College (WC). So far as governance is concerned, Wesleyan 
votes as a whole and has a “seemingly robust” approach to shared governance. 
Faculty control courses and programs. Representatives of the faculty were 
elected to serve as “guests” on six central committees of the Wesleyan Board of 
Trustees. A few years ago, protocols were negotiated for search committees that 
ensured candidates would be brought onto campus for a presidential search. 
The financial situation of the campus has improved in the past couple of 
years, although previous efforts to maintain compliance with SACS guidelines 
resulted in dramatic cuts to some programs. These are now in an expansion 
mode, however.

cont. Best and Worst Examples of Shared Governance in the Midst of 
the First COVID Year

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM...
related to your employment or professional activities as 
a faculty member and you believe AAUP may be of as-
sistance, contact the current President of your campus 
chapter of the AAUP or Dr. Matthew Boedy, Coordinator of  
Committee A for the GA Conference of the AAUP.  See last 
page of this newsletter for Matthew’s contact information.

KEEP IN MIND . . . 
The GA Conference of AAUP newsletter is now only available in 

an online form. 
PLEASE SPREAD THE WORD on your campus about how to 

access the newsletter on the Conference website:  Go to 

http://aaupgeorgia.wordpress.com/
and click on the newsletters archived there. Please encourage 
colleagues who are not current members to discover that our 
newsletter and website contain information and articles of 

interest and benefit to all in the higher education community. 
Let’s do our best to get this word out far and wide!
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As I have pointed out in the past, because 
the 2022 Legislative Session will be held 
in an election year, we will see two types of 
approaches. 

One group will be hell bent on trying to 
pass punitive and divisive legislation to use in 
campaigns. They will mostly fail. 

The other group, mostly leadership, will 
be trying to get in and get out with minimal 

damage to their incumbents. That can bode well for us. 

The biggest issue will be what happens with the increased revenue the 
State has at its disposal (see Executive Director’s Report, p. 2) We will be 
working to get increases in areas most in need of them. So far, in case you 
missed it, this past year we (along with others’ efforts) were able to keep 
rising health care costs and retirement cutbacks to a minimum. In fact, in 
one case, an increase in “take home” pay occurred. 

Several bills from last year are still around in their carry-over year, 
but I do not think they will pass. That does not mean we do not have to 
continue to be vigilant. Look for more discussion at our Fall Conference 
meeting in October.

Government Relations Report
by Steve Anthony, Senior Lecturer, retired 
Committee R Chair

cont. From the President
go on for a while. Based on media reports and our own sources, it may 
be the Regents are deeply divided over the candidacy of one particular 
person who served this state in other capacities. A second search firm 
hired over the summer likely moved fast and set up a list of finalists to 
interview, and the search could be at the stage of narrowing down that 
list. But, in the end, the Regents work privately. So information is hard 
to come by

Summaries of Two Other Important Issues 

Post-Tenure Review. If you have not had the chance to read through 
the revisions for post-tenure review suggested June 28, 2021 by the USG 
committee, here are some highlights. While the revisions aim to make 
the process consistent statewide, the proposed process gets more teeth 
and includes more administrative oversight. And while it offers new data 
collection information about the process, its first installment paints a 
disturbing picture regarding the success of any “remediation” plan. As I 
wrote in a July 20 post for the AAUP Academic blog

The system overall success rate for post-tenure review was 96% from more than 
3,100 reviews conducted .... But the dark cloud in the data is the number of 
negative or unsuccessful remediations. While small in number compared to the 
overall total of reviews, the percentage of faculty finishing the improvement 
plan is strikingly low. The system total was 39%.

The revisions suggest a PTR remediation plan after two consecutive years 
of unsatisfactory ratings in any area of an annual review. That certainly 
gives credence to the fear among many of us that PTR is another attempt 
to judge tenure. And, as I noted in the blog post, loss of tenure is among 
the consequences laid out in the revisions. 

This report was also the subject of an article in the UK-based Times 
Higher Education publication. Its reporter for US higher education spoke 
with me and USG chief academic officer, Tristan Denley, for an August 
10 story titled “Unions concerned as Georgia pushes post-tenure review.” 
I said that “Georgia is just following along other states, especially red 
states,” that have created or toughened systems for post-tenure review. 
The USG revisions appeared to be “a small ripple in a larger attempt 
to end tenure across higher education.” The THE noted that Denley 
“acknowledged that System officials did feel that too few tenured profes-
sors were being removed,” but added the new policy revisions were not 
politically motivated in his opinion. 

The report rests with the Regents who can make changes to the policy. 
After that, local campuses will be given green lights to rewrite their poli-
cies under the new umbrella. No timetable exists for when the Regents 
will act on this matter. 

AAUP Report on Shared Governance During COVID. AAUP’s report 
on this topic was distributed in July 2021 and is available at aaup.org. A 
key finding in this report was the retreat of shared governance in the last 
20 years since AAUP did a similar study::

In several areas in which higher education faculty had made progress in deci-
sion making authority between 1971 and 2001, the trend has reversed and 
returned to the status of 1971 or worse - most notably in institution-level deci-
sion making, such as the allocation of faculty positions and in budgetary mat-
ters. By contrast, several areas of decision making that are local in scope, such as 

programmatic curricular decision making or the selection of department chairs, have 
seen an increase in faculty authority.

Some disturbing details also include the following: more than 30% of faculty 
see “administrative dominance” - the highest form of control in the survey 
defined by unilateral decisions - in provost selection. Georgia has continued 
to use closed presidential searches to undermine shared governance. Provost 
searches also have morphed into pro forma faculty voice moments. 

The AAUP report also compared collective bargaining to non-collective 
bargaining states in several areas. Areas where there is more administrative 
dominance in non-collective bargaining states include chair and dean selec-
tions, teaching loads, and course delivery. These are worrisome signs. The report 
noted a sad feature of comparing “union” to non union states:

Although questions continue to be raised about the relationship between collective 
bargaining and shared governance, this survey did not find statistically significant 
differences between the two types of institutions in the vast majority of areas, and 
most of the significant differences it did find related to terms and conditions of 
employment, where differences would be expected and had been found in previous 
surveys.

The report was not created to offer paths to reassert shared governance in what 
are deemed institutional areas. But it certainly portended the high degree of 
difficulty for any path. 

I hope success on your campus spurs more action and more effort. 

There is no better time than now. And stay safe. There remains a pandemic 
about.

cont. From the President
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AS YOUR CHAPTER MAKES HISTORY, 

PRESERVE ITS ACHIEVEMENTS FOR POSTERITY 
   Keep in mind that a special collection exists in the Hargrett Rare Book and

Manuscript Library at the University of Georgia which contains documents from
individual AAUP chapters in the state as well as documents detailing the founding and subsequent 

operations of the GA Conference of the AAUP.

Consider making it a routine responsibility of your AAUP chapter to send information regarding your 
chapter’s achievements and operations to this archive.  This could be done in the form of an annual report, 
or simply by preserving and forwarding extra copies of all minutes, handouts, treasurer’s reports, photos, 
studies, initiatives, presentations, recordings, announcements, position papers, accomplishments, chapter 

newsletters, correspondence, etc., to:

Katherine Stein 
Hargrett Rare Book and Manuscript Library 

University of Georgia Libraries 
Russell Special Collections Bldg. 

300 South Hull Street 
Athens, GA  30602 
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R-E-S-P-E-C-T: A Core Issue in Shared Governance 
The national AAUP held on online Shared Governance Conference 
from June 14-18, 2021. An informative and impressive array 
of panels, plenary presentations, paper sessions, and workshops 
addressed a wide range of issues and concerns. Matthew Boedy, 
Georgia Conference President, and Lisa Diehl, Chair of the Georgia 
Conference Committee on Contingency and the Profession, 
contributed to the discussion. Highlights from several sessions are 
summarized or provided verbatim below.
The Case for Including Non-tenured and Contingent Faculty 
Forgotten Voice in Shared Governance
Lisa initiated, formed and leads the Non-Tenure Track Faculty Com-
mittee (NTTFC), an ad-hoc committee of the Faculty Senate at the 
University of North Georgia. She is also an elected member of the 
Faculty Senate, representing the English department as a non-tenure 
track, full-time senior lecturer of English at UNG for the past 10 
years. 

Lisa explained that, while tenure-stream appointments accounted for 
almost 80% of faculty in 1969, today nearly two-thirds of faculty at 
American public and non-profit institutions are off the tenure track. 
Three out of every four new faculty hires are not on the tenure track. 
Yet almost 90% of institutions exclude adjunct faculty from faculty 
senate bodies. In her presentation, Lisa advocated for involving all 
faculty in the responsibilities associated with shared governance, 
including those appointed to part-time positions. She explained how 
curricular and other academic decisions benefit from the participa-
tion of all faculty, especially those who teach core courses. 

Lisa also shared results of a survey conducted by the UNG NTTFC 
in March 2021, reporting that “A common theme throughout the 
comments was that NTT faculty did not feel that they had a pathway 

toward improvement and promotion, and that they felt a general sense of 
disrespect from their colleagues and the administration.”

State-level Shared Governance in Georgia. 
Matt Boedy highlighted shared governance successes and failures the GA 
conference of AAUP has had, arguing that efforts at shared governance can 
be facilitated by asserting pressure at state levels rather than on individual 
institutions because the state level is where things happen. An example of 
the importance of working with state legislators was passage of a paid leave 
bill for employees through that body, after years of trying, unsuccessfully, 
to advocate for such leave on individual campuses and at the USG. 

He also mentioned how a story written in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education shamed the USG into a mask mandate in July, 2020. Public 
pressure brought through the media was helpful in this regard. Meanwhile, 
the government liaison in the Georgia Conference of the AAUP fought 
campus carry for years through the Board of Regents at the University 
System of Georgia, to no avail. Moving to state level work is where shared 
governance can happen.
Faculty-Administrative Tensions in Academic Governance 
R. Feinberg, Kent State University, stated that:
Most faculty I know are quite prepared to work long hours in pursuit of increased 
human understanding. They enjoy teaching and recognize that grading papers 
and exams, preparing lectures, counseling students, culling slides, mastering digital 
technology, and keeping up with the latest developments in their disciplines are all 
part of the process. However, while they gladly invest the effort to teach motivated 
students or conduct research that they consider valuable, they frequently resent 
what appear to be arbitrary administrative decisions about “work load,” alloca-
tion of resources, or bureaucratic busy- work. They often dislike having to teach 
classes full of students who would prefer to be elsewhere and have signed up only to 
satisfy a university requirement. When faculty feel they have had a voice in shaping 
university policy, they invest enormous energy to ensure that the policy is successfully 
implemented; when they feel that policy decisions are misguided and have been 
unilaterally imposed, they tend to do as little as possible. 
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Despite all this, faculty and administrative interests sometimes coincide quite 
nicely....To the extent that we can empathize with one another’s views, resolv-
ing differences constructively and synergistically, all will benefit.

Discipline-Based Departments and Shared Governance 
Matt Hindman, Department of Political Science, University of Tulsa, 
reported that in April of 2019, the University of Tulsa (TU) unveiled an 
academic strategy proposing a “reimagination of the academic structure” 
of the university. The plan, known as “True Commitment,” promoted 
a STEM-heavy curriculum with “a professional, practical focus.” In 
adopting the plan, TU - a private university with about 4500 students 
and an endowment exceeding $1 billion - would effectively terminate 
roughly 40% of its degree programs, mostly in the arts, humanities, and 
natural sciences. What remained would be a “high-touch undergraduate 
university” emphasizing professional education and vocational training. 
Widely panned among students, faculty, and alumni, True Commitment 
led to several votes of “no confidence” in TU’s top administrators, among 
other forms of protest and discontent. 

EAB, described by Wikipedia as a “best practices firm that uses research, 
technology and consulting to address challenges within the education 
industry,” provided the True Commitment materials for this proposed 
change. EAB made a case “that disciplines and departments foster silos, 
and that a divisional structure will enhance collaboration.” although the 
terms are not meaningfully defined and no evidence of their existence in 
contemporary academia is provided.

EAB encourages universities to “ensure that faculty receive tenure not ac-
cording to clear intellectual standards as defined by diffuse communities 
of scholars nationwide but rather as an employee of an institution.” 
Each scholar is part of more than just a university community; our 
academic freedom is linked to our membership in communities of 
scholars that we call disciplines. While these communities might not 
map perfectly on those issues deemed most important by university lead-
ers, they are adaptable and self-governing; part of our job is to bring the 
standards and expectations of those communities to bear upon our own 
universities’ curriculum, as well as our hiring and tenure and promotion 
procedures. We are not just employees, as we all know and assert, but 
emissaries or representatives or ambassadors of the international com-
munities that make up academia. 

Days after True Commitment’s unveiling, the College of Arts and Sci-
ences TU convened a Task Force on Academic Structure to examine the 
proposal. Nine months later, in January 2020, this task force submitted 
a 43-page report that would serve as a death knell for the ... plans for 
reorganizing the college. The task force concluded that a “department-
based, discipline-oriented administrative structure is the gold standard of 
the best colleges and universities.” 

This was followed by a “Task Force on Shared Governance” convened 
by the Faculty Senate at TU. Among its recommendations was that 
“departments and other academic units should be connected to academic 
disciplines or other coherent communities of inquiry,” and that any 
decisions to alter or combine departments should be done collaboratively 
with the affected departments. 

While program cuts received the most scrutiny amid the fall out from 
True Commitment, the planned reorganization was more than a mere 
downsizing. The surviving liberal arts programs ... were slated to be 
absorbed into four interdisciplinary divisions .... Department chairs 

were to be replaced by division heads, with faculty members redistributed into 
whichever interdisciplinary division to which they were best suited ....
Documents pertaining to True Commitment’s deliberations reveal it to be 
part of a broader effort to weaken the role of disciplines within our colleges 
and universities .... an interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary academic struc-
ture is increasingly framed as a cost -efficient antidote to a plodding, territorial 
faculty who demonstrate stronger allegiances to their disciplines than to the 
universities that employ them .... Disciplines, in this telling, impede efficient 
governance by fostering competition for resources among various selfi nterested 
departments; these departments, meanwhile, evaluate faculty members largely 
according to criteria and standards outside of the university’s control. ... 

Most academics with a working understanding of shared governance are quick 
to note that universities are not companies but unique institutions with at least 
three central stakeholders: trustees (or regents), administrators, and faculty. 
Efforts by trustees and administrators to undermine or bypass the faculty 
when making curricular changes, in particular, are often cast as insidious 
trends toward “corporatization.” Scholars, from this perspective, are more than 
mere employees bearing a responsibility to their employers; rather, they are 
knowledge-seekers and pursuers of truth who hold a responsibility to the wider 
public....

If silos and collaboration provide good talking points aimed at a skeptical 
faculty, the real justifications for a divisional framework are plainly stated: 
reorganization can “reduce the cost of academic administration” (namely, by 
eliminating department chairs) and “establish a financially sustainable structure 
for the university.” More than merely reducing costs, however, faculty mem-
bers housed in divisions provide fungible labor, as they teach across disciplines 
according to perceived institutional need . . . . as Jerry Jacobs points out in his 
book In Defense of Disciplines (2013 ), the evidence for “silos” is scant and com-
munication across disciplinary boundaries is plentiful. 

Absent these faculty-led efforts, TU would be another among a growing num-
ber of institutions with an adisciplinary environment that moves down a path 
in which scholars are ill-equipped to evaluate one another for promotion and 
tenure; where they struggle to maintain curricular standards as their capacity to 
enforce these standards wanes; and where scholars lose their connections to the 
national and international disciplinary communities and professional associa-
tions that help academia thrive.
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